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ABSTRACT
The paper shows that anti-entropy protocols can process
only a limited rate of updates, and proposes and evaluates a
new state reconciliation mechanism as well as a flow control
scheme for anti-entropy protocols.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Architecture and Design
– network communications; C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed Systems – distributed applications; D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent
Programming – distributed programming; D.4.4 [Operating
Systems]: Communications Management – network communication; D.4.5 [Operating Systems]: Reliability – fault
tolerance;
General Terms: Algorithms, Reliability.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Epidemics, Anti-Entropy,
Gossip, Flow Control

1.

INTRODUCTION

Anti-entropy, or gossip, is an attractive way of replicating
state that does not have strong consistency requirements [3].
With few limitations, updates spread in expected time that
grows logarithmic in the number of participating hosts, even
in the face of host failures and message loss. The behavior
of update propagation is easily modeled with well-known
epidemic analysis techniques. As a result, many distributed
applications use gossip to contain various inconsistencies.
In spite of its popularity, little study has been done into
how gossip protocols behave under high update load. Gossip protocols purport to deliver messages within a certain
configurable number of rounds with high probability, and
thus provide synchronous guarantees. Like any other syn∗Contact author. Current address: Dept. of Comp. Sc.,
Cornell University. Email: rvr@cs.cornell.edu
†Current address: Ballista Securities, New York.

chronous communication channel, gossip has capacity that is
limited by available bandwidth for transporting gossip data
and CPU cycles for generating and processing the gossip
messages. Under high update load, a gossip protocol may
not be able to send all updates required to reconcile differences between peers. Updates would take arbitrary time to
propagate as the gossip channel gets backed up.
Gossip protocols are designed to be non-invasive and have
predictable performance, and for this a designer has to fix
not only the gossip rate per participant but also the maximum size of gossip messages (e.g., maximum UDP packet
size). While this avoids network and CPU overload, it also
limits the capacity of the gossip channel.
This paper makes two contributions. First, it presents a
new state reconciliation mechanism that is designed both for
minimal CPU overhead and for situations in which only limited bandwidth is available (Section 3). Second, it proposes
and analyzes a flow control scheme for gossip (Section 4).
Related work is discussed in Section 5.

2. GOSSIP BASICS

· p2p, f2f, e2e
· gossip protocol
· social network
· application platform

There are two classes of gossip: anti-entropy and rumormongering protocols. Anti-entropy protocols gossip information until it is made obsolete by newer information, and
are useful for reliably sharing information among a group of
participants. Rumor-mongering has participants gossip information for some amount of time chosen sufficiently high
so that with high likelihood all participants receive the information. In this paper, we shall focus on anti-entropy—
reconciliation and flow control for rumor-mongering have received considerably attention already (see Section 5).
Let P = {p, q, ...} be a set of participants. Each participant
maintains state, which we model as a mapping σ ∈ S = K →
(V × N ). Here K is a set of keys, V a set of values, and N an
infinite ordered set of version numbers. σ(k) = (v, n) means
that key k is mapped to value v and version n. A more
recent mapping for the same key contains a larger version
number. Both value and version number spaces contain a ⊥
element, and in case of N , ⊥ is the lowest element. Initially
all keys on all participants are mapped to (⊥, ⊥).
A participant’s state is mutable and is replicated onto all
participants. We model this as a mutable mapping µp : P →
S maintained by each participant p. A participant p is only
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Abstract
There is an inherent trade-off between epidemic and deterministic tree-based broadcast primitives. Tree-based
approaches have a small message complexity in steady-state but are very fragile in the presence of faults. Gossip,
or epidemic, protocols have a higher message complexity but also offer much higher resilience.
This paper proposes an integrated broadcast scheme that combines both approaches. We use a low cost scheme
to build and maintain broadcast trees embedded on a gossip-based overlay. The protocol sends the message
payload preferably via tree branches but uses the remaining links of the gossip overlay for fast recovery and
expedite tree healing. Experimental evaluation presented in the paper shows that our new strategy has a low
overhead and that is able to support large number of faults while maintaining a high reliability.

1. Introduction
Many systems require highly scalable and reliable broadcast primitives. These primitives aim at ensuring that
all correct participants receive all broadcast messages, even in the presence of network omissions or node failures.
Gossip protocols [8] have emerged as a highly scalable and resilient approach to implement reliable broadcast.
Unfortunately, in steady-state, gossip protocols exhibit an excessive message overhead in order to ensure reliability with high probability. On the other hand, tree-based broadcast primitives have a small message complexity
in steady-state, but they are very fragile in the presence of failures, lacking the natural resilience of epidemic
protocols.
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SSB community Inspo
I'm also inspired by and actively learning from examples across ssb and from the organising of scuttle
camp, on how diversity and inclusivity were prioritized and fostered.
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Diversity / Inclusion / Accessibility > Scuttlecamp

Main examples being:
@Alanna
asking and prompting us all on Who would you like to welcome to ScuttleCamp?
In my experience, to support diversity and enrich everyone’s experience, you have to go the
extra mile to reach out. I believe there are some awesome people in the Scuttleverse who
may not come unless we proactively invite them and offer extra support (financial or
otherwise).
@mixmix
reserved tickets for scuttle camp to support diversity + inclusion as a priority
opening arms and offering support for those who are shy-er or new with Get to know people a
little before scuttle-camp
transparency in Diversity & Inclusion updates
>What’s not immediately visible right now is the makeup of who is attending (the gathering is
ok, but it’s out of sync with who is currently registered). Here’s an anonymised breakdown of the
humyns (NOTE we did ask people registering about e.g. gender, so these numbers may be off)
@dan hassan
e.g actively nominating and nudging people to come
Meetings for supporting folx to come to scuttlefest - some key valuable diverse folx came, thanks
to this work!

My dream is that Scuttlecamp (and thence the future dreaming of scuttlebutt) is accessible to a wider range of people. I did a bunch of work

t  t   tt     .

I would like to support someone to take up this mantle for Scuttlecamp 2

T       

 t    t  t  t   t t      

making sure budgets line up. I am very keen to offer my experience to help someone else learn about and do this work.

FAQ
Why can't @glyph + @Luandro do this?
They've already taken on a massive role of organisation + care. They don't have capacity to safely take this on as well
Wait is this just boring admin / handing out money?
Haha, no. This is people work (with a minor side of spreadsheets). We recorded some podcasts (part 1, part 2) about the personal impact this
work has had on us.
TL;DR it's incredibly rewarding, has built lasting connections, and has led me to learn a lot about myself and the world. I cannot recommend it
enough as an opportunity.
Is this hard?
It can be challenging. Remember you won't be alone, you'll have people who've done this work to help you get started, and to offer guidance and
support. Hopefully we can get a couple of people to take this on so you'll be doing it as a duo

Next step
If you're keen / interested:

@noffle
:hand: Put your hand up here, and mention @glyph / me

actively tagging and nudging people here!
I can thank these people, for their OG initiative, support and nudges, for really making me feel invited,
valued, and wanting to be sticking around here. :laughing:
Plus there's so many more examples of various people who've supported me personally, or/and had
interests in diversity + personally willing to support, had engaged positively or called out toxicity, and
taken the initiatives to make inclusion a priority.
That's what gives me lots of hope, that there's an existing social layer of willingness. The number of
people actively participated in the gender FLOSS thread was astounding.

:  t:
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ABSTRACT

broadcast wouldn’t be the better base level abstraction on which to
build other communication services, turning point-to-point communication into a minor (and often inferior) corner case.
Surprisingly, we ﬁnd a tight relationship between the broadcast
model and a data structure, namely append-only logs, that this
note wants to highlight. We believe that looking at communication
problems from a data structure point of view is an important step
towards a better understanding of reliable, synchronized, secure
and privacy-preserving operations of distributed applications.
We start by describing the properties of a particular broadcast
abstraction which still is somehow close to physical phenomena
(potentially making the mapping to the analog realm easier), but is
abstract enough such that one can recursively reﬁne and implement
this abstraction. A suitable candidate for this abstraction are solitons
i.e., information packets that propagate as a solitary wave.

This note is about the interplay between a data structure, the
append-only log, and a broadcasting communication abstraction
that seems to induce it. We identiﬁed real-world systems which
have started to exploit this conﬁguration and highlight its desirable
properties. Networking research should take note of this development and adjust its research agenda accordingly.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network design principles; • Software and
its engineering → Publish-subscribe / event-based architectures; • Information systems → Linked lists; • Computer systems organization → Peer-to-peer architectures; Fault-tolerant network topologies; • Theory of computation → Data structures and
algorithms for data management;

2 LOCAL AND GLOBAL SOLITARY WAVES

KEYWORDS

Solitons[6] are particle waves or wave packets which travel through
space without leaving any disturbance behind them. Such solitary
waves have been observed from biology to cosmology and have
important applications in communications, for example ﬁber optics.

Global broadcast, append-only logs, distr. systems design, trust.

1 INTRODUCTION
In August 2018 I learned about a project called Secure Scuttlebutt
(SSB) – an overlay network created by D. Tarr in 2014 that is tailored
for decentralized social applications. This note aims at extracting
the gist of SSB, which is that networking with arbitrary data packets
could be replaced by networking with coherent data structures.
The question is “what are suitable data structures” and what would
corresponding networking primitives look like. SSB gives a very
radical answer to this, although in retrospect SSB’s choice seems
natural if one starts from ﬁrst principles.
In the analog world, propagation of perturbations is the basis of
information dissemination: Depending on the physical constraints,
a wavefront is carrying information omnidirectionally (wireless,
water surface) or directionally (in a wire or ﬁber). However, in
computer networks, the unidirectional style has become the dominant and default communication model on which today’s network
architectures are based, starting from the fact that data packets typically have a source and a destination, so do circuits, or we observe
wordings like “wireless link” and note that routing algorithms are
graph-based, hence link-oriented, without exception.
In a broadcast-centric world, there is no destination, just a
source; wireless transmission is not a link but naturally implements
broadcast; routing is not required because perturbations just propagate inﬁnitely far if not blocked. We should ask ourselves whether

P

O

O
O

The purpose of this note is to take solitons as the inspiration for a
communication model whose operation is best described in terms
of an initial perturbation that propagates in a wave-like form, in all
directions. Such a broadcast model shall obey the following three
properties:
(1) Each perturbation source has a globally unique identiﬁer
that is carried with each perturbation it triggers.
(2) A perturbation and its value eventually reaches all anonymous observers.
(3) All observers sense subsequent perturbations coming from
a speciﬁc source in the same order.
Using middleware language, the communication primitive having
above properties can also be described as reliable, ordered broadcast
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ABSTRACT
Secure Scuttlebutt (SSB) is a novel peer-to-peer event-sharing protocol and architecture for social apps. In this paper we describe
SSB’s features, its operations as well as the rationale behind the design. We also provide a comparison with Named Data Networking
(NDN), an existing information-centric networking architecture,
to motivate a larger exploration of the design space for informationcentric networking primitives by formulating an identity-centric
approach. We ﬁnally discuss SSB’s limitations and evolution opportunities.

this global data pool model but have been strongly criticized for
abusing their central provisioning position. The “decentralized web
movement” [18] is the most visible technical response to this critique, pointing out implementation alternatives.
One of these alternatives is a project called Secure Scuttlebutt
(SSB) that started in 2014. After several iterations of protocol design and implementation, SSB has become a stable service for over
10,000 users oﬀering them rich media community applications with
strong cryptographic protection (end-to-end encryption and metadata privacy) and running in pure peer-to-peer mode.

CCS CONCEPTS

Selective Complete Log Replication

• Networks → Network architectures; • Software and its engineering → Publish-subscribe / event-based architectures; • Computer systems organization → Peer-to-peer architectures; • Information systems → Linked lists.

SSB relies on the core insight that each participant is only interested in a subset of the global data pool, thus it is feasible to locally
store all the data a participant is interested in. To partition the data
pool, all data is associated with the identity that produced it. Participants select their slice of the data pool by specifying the set of
identities whose data they care about. This creates a “social graph”
along whose edges data ﬂows (Figure 1). Even as the overall system scales, the amount of data any single peer is interested in and
thus needs to handle stays roughly the same.
Each participant can publish data to their single-writer, appendonly log. This choice of data structure allows eﬃcient replication
and veriﬁcation of the integrity of received data. Replicating these
larger slices of the data pool comes with an unusual set of tradeoﬀs, discussed throughout the paper. As it turns out, replicated logs
form a solid foundation for implementing many classes of applications.

KEYWORDS
Secure Scuttlebutt, Information-Centric Networking, Push vs. Pull
ACM Reference Format:
Dominic Tarr, Erick Lavoie, Aljoscha Meyer, and Christian Tschudin. 2019.
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Figure 1: A perturbation triggered by a station P propagates
as a solitary wave to all observers O.
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INTRODUCTION

A simple conceptual architecture for community applications consists of a global data pool to which every person can contribute and
A
where every person can tap into the shared data – data sharing beC
e d
a b c
ing the purpose of such applications. This model still is valid if one
c d b
adds access control to the picture, either tied to the data (encrypB
d c b
f
b
tion giving access to content only to entitled holders of the decrypb a c
tion keys) or encrypting data in transit (login and TLS). Facebook
and other centrally organized social app service providers ﬁt well under Figure 1: SSB’s “Internet of Identities” – Users A, B and C replicate
For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others
the license terms of this work. The best way to do this is with
a link to the web page http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/4.0/
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or
classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for proﬁt or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation
on the ﬁrst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored.
For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s).
ICN ’19, September 24–26, 2019, Macao, China
© 2019 Copyright held by the owner/author(s).
ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-6970-1/19/09.
https://doi.org/10.1145/3357150.3357396

logs (a, b, . . . ) based on whom they follow: C does not follow A, hence has
no log a. A and B follow each other such that when A follows C, A will
get C’s log c via B: new content is pushed directly if possible and through
intermediary friends if necessary.

Subjective Reader
Because replication in SSB is selective and driven by a peer’s social
graph, diﬀerent end devices will have access to diﬀerent sets of log
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Other initiatives

Faerie rings
@Powersource

%31xETMTN1+hiPv52HgNmZwF6GyJYJz9HQ8tHHTwidp0=.sha256
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Faerie ring mitosis
)*+,- +/ 0134-5

6$ coming up, it feels like the right time to

Coming out of scuttle camp and with the last faerie ring v
sprout new rings.

Brief description

Community Infrastructure
Learning Group
crypto-mutual-aid

@punkmonk

%L9X+oakILqFsbDGCHv7mXmf52vzxaTX/iNMA4GTnweQ=.sha256

For those unfamiliar with the concept, here's a brief description of the concept:

m78 9 ;<+;*<
7 a7** +3a< 7 /+0,314=, /+0 "&' m+3,=-

everyone has a turn checking in
how's it going?
there's a host (who changes)
opens & closes the circle
makes sure everyone gets to speak

the rest of the format can grow to fit that group, perhaps things like

7 /+a>- ?><-,1+3

asks / offers : do you have something you'd like to get help with / to offer ?
freestyle

This description is taken from mix's original invocation where you also can read more about it.

Organizing this
Seed hosts
While the host changes with time, it's good if the first host is someone who is in the current faerie ring
or has experience with similar things, to get the new ring off to a good start. Tagging the people in the
current ring, but others could step up.

@A7,, AaB<44 @Mikey @C=01-,173 D>3EF @Piet @noffle @mix @G7a=H @Dominic
Faeries

/1a17* ,<0m 3+f +I JK D7-1a7**F +,=<0 ;<+;*< 13,<0<-,<E 13 L<134 13 ,=< 0134- L>, f=+ 70<3M,

That's the of
comfortable being the initial host. Tagging people who've expressed interest/went to the
microsolidarity session at scuttle camp (sorry if I miss someone!)/other people that I think would be
interested.

@G<337 @mu @Nmm1 D<O<3-<< @Alanna @T<? @Songyi @cel @cblgh @Louise @Isak @happy0
@andrestaltz @B7f711K>3I
If you're interested in either role please comment below. If you could be up for
being a seed host please indicate so.
:sparkles::sparkles::sparkles:
#faerie-rings #microsolidarity
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Community Infra Together
Context

WXYXZ\]^, I started a fellowship for an organization that works with a local school district to build out
capacity for the school to create makerspaces within their own schools, and to provide STEM/STEAM
rX]_\X` brcdXY\e \gX` \c YcrX e\_\X X`hY_\gcZ_] e\_Z`_r`ei
Additionally, the organization is looking for new ways to coordinate with schools, the community, local
government, internally etc. I was initially invited to apply for this fellowship due to my interests in p2p
tech and hopefully to be able to apply some of these ideas.
With that in mind, I'm very interested in learning more about running the needed p2p infrastructure
effectively, reliably and safely. I'm familiar with running these things for my own use, but not when
providing tools for a larger community.
Is anyone interested in assembling a learning group focused on running various p2p services?
Initially
public node.

j e\_r\gZk lg\n _Z eeo bho _Z` lcrpgZk cZ\c qcrX _`s_ZYX` \cbgYe ]gpX e_uX]^ rhZZgZk _ Yd`Ze

If anyone, no matter what skill level, is interested in being part of a p2p infra learning group it would
be great to go through it together and help each other learn. This would also provide real value to the

eYh\\]Xoh\\ YcqqhZg\^ v_Z` c\nXrew _e qcrX q_gZ\_gZX` eeo bhoej Yd`Ze Zc`Xej `_\ eXX`Xre X\Y _rX
added to the ecosystem at large.

Drop a line in this thread if interested and a gathering can be created later for further discussion.
Here is a cryptpad with some initial ideas:

%VeBBSKCWC6F8/Q6nIVDhS6HoFR1cekjPMh+qKLGiOpA=.sha256

n\\bexyyYr^b\b_`iuryYc`XyzyPyYc`XyX`g\y{|U

those interested should feel free to add or edit



cryptaid
i'd like to try a small mutual aid experiment. this is an idea that has always been intriguing having
grown up in an area where mutual aid networks are fairly prevalent among a certain demographic.
the idea always resonated with me especially during times of being un-insured/un-insurable.

            ¡  
¢£¤ ¥     ¦¥ ¢¡  ¡   ¢£ ¥     ¤§¡  ¡¨
¤ £    ¤  © ¤¡  ¡     ¥ 
  ¢ ¥£    ¤¤¡
  ª ¤ ¢ ¤   ¥ ¥  ¥ ¥     ¢
the line alleviating stressful financial situations. i don't know exactly what the right amount should
¥   ¤ ¤ ¥    ©« ¬®  ¢      ¨ 
using cryptocurrency since it might make experimentation a bit easier than a bank.

This is an opportunity to develop a p2p blueprint that could be handed to any interested community,
with best practices laid out for them to initially follow. As we learn, those learnings should be
documented and given back to the commons for further iteration.

l}~XSX_lV^R r/

@punkmonk

#cryptocurrency #mutualaid

Protocol Guide

https://ssbc.github.io/scuttlebutt-protocol-guide/
%YkIPtiAe4VHc4YjeYJ1MPMsdxE2soNyQjzgqj+4iXNo=.sha256
RPC protocol
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Body type
0 0 = binary
0 1 = UTF-8 string

a

1 0 = JSON

hmacveri°able
using

N

hmacveri°able
using

N

End/error
0 = not an end or error
1 = message is the last in its stream or an error
Stream
0 = not a stream
1 = message is part of a stream

header

body

Future

· Organizations
· Grants
· Planetary
· Deletion, partial replication

Private groups
@mixmix

%QXdVyQu8Cu3lD+DGQhiTUUr21DvtyFNkZV8oHunzd2w=.sha256

#ssb-show-and-tell

±²±²³²±³±´

ssb-private2
this module isn't done, and is standing on a bunch of pull-requests which need merging, and specs
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Check out how easy this code is going to be:

server.private2.group.create('waynes world', (err, data) => {
const { groupId } = data
const content = {
type: 'announce',
text: 'summer has arrived in wellington!',
recps: [groupId]
}
server.publish(content, (err, msg) => {
server.get({ id: msg.key, private: true, meta: true }, (err, msg) => {
console.log(msg.value.content)
// {
//
type: 'announce',
//
text: 'summer has arrived in wellington!',
//
recps: [
'%mo4uFJ8z52wditPjmMNSuZeZZJFgM9EEO9ZQZGCVixU=.cloaked' ]
// }
server.close()
})
})
})

Links and further resources

https://scuttlebutt.nz/
https://scuttlebot.io/
https://ssbc.github.io/scuttlebot/
https://modules.scuttlebutt.nz/
https://opencollective.com/secure-scuttlebutt-consortium/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secure_Scuttlebutt

Thanks

https://ssb.celehner.com/lp2020.pdf
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